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Parallel compliant mechanismsare classically known for
their role in mounting andsuspensionsystems.Recently, however
, they have beeninstrumental in the field of robotic force control.
A new theory for the simultaneous control of force and
displacement for a partially constrained end-effector has been
proposedby Griffis andDuffy (1993), Griffis (1991), Pigoski and
Duffy (1992).
Figure 1. shows a planar compliant mechanism which is
actually a planar two-spring system.It consists of a pair of linear
springs connected at one end to a movable baseand at the other
end to a commonpivot which is the axis of the wheel contacting
to a surface.The baseis connectedto a planar two freedomP-P (P

ABSTRACT
A special planar three-spring mechanismis proposed for
contact force control. An energy function is defined to describe
the behavior of this kind of mechanism.It can be usedto perform
the catastropheanalysis of this mechanism. The analysis result
can be usedas a design and control tool. By comparingthe threespring systemand a two-spring system,we found the three-spring
mechanism has better stability than the two-spring system. A
three-spring mechanismwhich can be used to control a general
contact force in a plane is also analyzed .
1 INTRODUCTION
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Fig.2 Special Three-spring System

Fig. 1 Planar Two-spring System
denotesprismatic pair ) manipulator . The contact force can be
controlled by displacing the two prismatic joints of the
manipulator. The required displacementscan be calculated from
the stiffness mapping. This kind of control was called kinestatic
control by Griffis and Duffy (1993).
In order to design the planar two-spring system it is
necessaryto compute a spring stiffness which will generatea
range of displacements of the movable base which can be
produced by the prismatic joints over a required range of change
in contact force. Clearly if the systemis over-designedand the
spring stiffness is very high it is always possible to generateany
necessarychangesin contactforce. However sucha systemwill be
too sensitive to errors becausevery small displacementsof the
platform will generatelarge changesin contactforce. On the other
handif the springs aretoo soft therecan be stability problems(see
Hines, Marsh and Duffy (1998) who performed a catastrophe
analysis of the planar two spring-system).
In this paper, another compliant mechanismis considered.
This is shownin Figure 2. It consistsof threelinear springsjointed
to the triangular frame fixed points and connectedat the axis of
the wheel. The triangular frame is connectedto the planar two
freedomP-Pmanipulator. This mechanismisaspecialthree-spring
system.The catastropheanalysisof this systemispresentedin this
paper. Comparing the results demonstrates that three-spring
system has better stability characteristics than the two-spring
system.
A more generalplanar three-spring compliant mechanismis

Fig.3 Three-spring System
shown in Fig. 3. This mechanismis connectedto the planar three
freedom R-R-R ( R denotesrevolute pair) manipulator. It can be
usedto control both force and moment.The catastropheanalysis
of this mechanismis done in this presentpaper.
2 THE APPLICATION OF CATASTROPHE THEORY IN
SPRING SYSTEM ANALYSIS
Catastrophetheory and singularity theory has beenproven
beneficial in mechanismanalysis of the structural and dynamic
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stability of systemswith potential functions aswell asthe analysis
of kinematic singularities in robotic system( Hobbs,1993,
Xiang,1995 ). Catastrophe theory will be used to analyze the
above three-spring systems.The results may be used as a design
and control tool for those spring systemsand similar compliant
mechanisms.
Intuitively, a catastropheoccurs whenevera smoothchangeof
parametersgives rise to a discontinuous change in behavior. A
well known example that can easily be made to demonstratea
catastrophe in Zeeman’s catastrophe machine , see Fig.4.
Zeeman’s machine can be constructed by attaching two linear
springs to a single point C on a disk that can rotate about 0. One
of the springs is attached to a fixed pivot at point A and the other
spring is attachedto point B which can be movedin the x, y plane.
The position of point B is called the controlling parameteras it
dictatesthe position of the disk which is defined by the angle 6 .
As the point B is moved around in the plane, the disk
generally rotates smoothly about point 0. However at certain
points in the plane, the disk can jump to someother position and
a catastrophe occurs. The set of points in the control parameter
spacethat representa possiblecatastropheis called the bifurcation
set or bifurcation curve which is shown in Fig. 4.
The bifurcation curve can be found analytically by using
catastrophe theory. The suitable introductions to Catastrophe
Theory are (Poston and Stewart,1978,Gilmore, 1981). Here we
shall give a brief description on how to find a bifurcation curve.
Consider a function f(x). A point xg is said to be a critical
point ( equilibrium, stationary,or turning point ) of a function f(x)
whenever f/(x,, )=O . Further, a critical point x,, is said to be
degeneratewhenever f”(x,,)=O, otherwise it is non-degenerate.
Non-degeneratecritical points are either local minimums when
f”(x,)>O or local maximums when f”(x&O . The points which

satisfy both the critical point condition and the degenerate
condition construct the bifurcation curve.
CatastropheTheory is a universal mathematictool. It can be
used in many different fields. One important thing is to find a
function which describesthe behavior of the problem. To find the
bifurcation curve for the Zeeman’s machine, we have to find a
function which describes the system.The potential energy P of
this systemis defined as the sum of energy stored in the two
springs.Here we define the energy function V as the work done
by the momentM acting on the disk minus the potential energy.

V=M e-+1)2-$?~-l)2

(1)

where e and e’ are functions of x, y and 8 , k is spring constants,
M is a constantexternal moment,natural length of eachspring is
unit. The critical point condition and degeneratecondition are

--w,

de

--a2v -0

de2

(2)

From the equations(2), a function of x and y can be found
by eliminating the angle 8 . The function is a diamond shaped
curve which is actually the bifurcation curve shown in Fig. 4 (here
M=O) andhencewhen B lies anywhereon this curve a catastrophe
may occur.
3 ANALYSIS OF THE THREE-SPRING SYSTEMS
Consider the special three-spring system (Fig.5) in its
unloaded position li=loi (i=1,2,3) and an external force F is now
applied to the point P at which the three springs are connected.
The stability can be determined by the eigenvalues of the
Hessianmatrix derived from the secondderivative of the energy
function V. The energy function is the work done by the force F
minus the sum of the potential energy in eachindividual spring.

X

(3)

Fig.4 Zeeman’s CatastropheMachine
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Fig.5 A Three-spring System
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Where l,, ,l, and 1, are the free lengths . 1, ,l, and 1, are the
lengths of thesesprings when the pivot is at position (x, y) and k,,
k, and k, are the spring constant . F, and F, are componentsof
force F on x and y axes.
The first partial derivatives of the energy function V with
respectto independentvariables x and y are

$F,-k,(Z,

$=I$-k&Z,

(7)
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(8)

a2v a2v
-=ayax axay

-Zol)~-k2(Z2-Zo2)~

(9)

The spring lengths li and the position coordinates (x,y) of the
connector are given
zf=(x-xi)2+(y-yi)2

i = 1,2,3

(10)

The secondpartial derivatives with respectto x and y are
and their partial derivatives with respectto x and y for i=l,2,3 are
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curves designatedwith H,, ll, and Kl,, Using values of (x,y) on
these curves , F, and F, can be calculated from the critical
conditions W/ax =aVQ=O. The result is shown in Fig. 7. All
theseresults are numerically calculated out by software Maple.

I
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(12)
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(13)

(14)

The Hessiantakes the form

Fig.6 SpecialThree Spring System

CatastropheCurves

H=

( a2v
ax2
a2v
\ ayax
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(15)
6
f

The vanishing of equations (4) and (5) yields the critical
point condition of this systemwhile equating the determinantof
the Hessian to zero yields the degeneratecondition. If we only
consider the case :li >=O i=1,2,3, li can be calculated from (10) .

zi=/T(x-xi)

(y-yi)

4’2--

(16)

Substituting li into the H=O , S/ax =0 and aV/ay=O.Now,
the Hessian is a function of x and y, the equation &‘/ax =0 is a
function of x,y and F, while the equationaVGy=O is a function of
x, y and F,. For a set of parameterschosenas l,, =lo2=la,=10 cm
k,=k,=k3=0.5kg/cm, a=20,b=lO andd=17.32 cm.Thedegenerate
points of the Hessian are shown in Fig. 6 which are the three

Fig.7 SpecialThree Spring
Bifurcation Curves
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a
Fig.9 Two Spring SystemCatastropheVurve

Fig. 8 Two Spring System
For the two spring system shown in Fig.8. A set of
parameterschosen as &,,=&,=lO cm, k,=k,=0.5 kg/cm and a=10
cm. F, andF, are control parameters.The catastrophecurvesand
bifurcation curves are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10.
It is most important from a practical view point to identify
the stableunloaded position (F,=F,,=O)labeled by P in Fig. 5 and
8 . There are a number of other unloaded configurations for both
the two-spring and the three-springsystems.For the specialthreespring system,the catastrophecurves divide the x, y plane into
four parts ,&, I&, I’& and II., . The bifurcation curvesdivided the
F, , F,, plane to four corresponding parts. Catastrophetheory
shows when the mechanism equilibrium positions cross any
catastrophecurve from one areainto another area,there may be
one (or more) configurations lost or there may be an increasein
the numbersof configurations. At the sametime , the control
parametersF, and F, must cross a bifurcation curve , from one to
another area(Fig. 7 and Fig. 10). It is necessaryto perform a
detailed investigation to show if configurations are lost or
increased.In the x,y plane, an areawithout any catastrophecurves
is said an absolutesafe areafor a certain configuration whenever
its unloaded state is in that area.For instance,I& is an absolute
safe area since it contains the stable unloaded configuration at
point P of the three-spring system(in Fig. 6), x2 is an absolute
safeareaandit containsthe stableunloaded configuration at point
P of the two-spring system . When the stable configurations for
thesetwo systemsareconsideredand their absolutesafeareasare
compared, it is clear that the three-spring system has better
stability. First, the absolute safe area of the three-spring system
has better symmetry than two-spring system ( comparing the
catastrophecurvesin Fig.6 andFig. 9), andhencebettersymmetry
of sensitivity; Second, the load on three-spring system can be
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Fig. 10 Two Spring System
Bifurcation Curve

reachedto unlimited magnitudetheoretically exceptthreediamond
areasby comparingthe bifurcation curves in Fig. 7 and Fig. 9. On
the other hand, the force sensitivity of the systemcan be found by
comparingthe stableabsolutesafeareaon catastrophecurve plane
and bifurcation curve plane of the same spring system. The
suitable stable work area and sensitivity can be designed by
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adjudging the spring constants and mechanism sizes and
comparingthe catastrophecurve andbifurcation curve repeatedly.

x, = x - a, cos(a)

y1 = y - a, sin(a)

x2 = x + a2 cos( a)

y2 = y+a,

sin(a)

rb
Fig. 11 Three-springsystem
Fig. 12 Three-spring System Catastrophe Surface
For the three-spring system shown in Fig. 11. Similarly, the
energy function of the systemis the work done by external force
andmomentminus the potential energystoredin the threesprings.

v = (x-x,)F
-+k,(l,

+(y-y,)F,

-&J’-+k,(l,

+(a--%)M
-4,2)2

(17)
Where (x0 , y,, ) and a, are the values of the coordinates of the
point P(x,y) and the angle a when the systemis at its unloaded
position. l,, , l,)r and 1, are free lengths. k, ,k2and k3 are spring
constants.F, and F, are componentsof force F on axesx and y.
1, ,l, and 1, are spring lengths when both force F and momentM
are applied at point P. The relations betweenli (i=1,2,3) and x,y
and a are expressedas follows.

1; = x1”+ y:

1; = x2”+ y;

13”= (x2 -b)2 + ~2’

(18)
Fig. 13 Three-spring System Bifurcation Surface

Where
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Obviously, V is a function of variables x, y and a. It is not
difficult to calculate the first partial derivatives, aV/ax, dV/ay and
%/au, and the second partial derivatives,dV2/dx2,dV2By2 ,
av21aa2,av2~(ax
ay),aW(ay&>and av2/(axaa).
Using the degeneratecondition, the catastrophesurfaceof the
systemis drawn (shown in Fig.12). From the critical conditions,
the corresponding bifurcation surface of this system can be
calculated (shown in Fig. 13).
The catastrophesurface in Fig. 12 separatesthe x, y and a
spaceinto two parts. The spaceabove the surfaceis an absolute
safe space for the configuration shown in Fig. 11. While the
bifurcation surface in Fig. 13 separatesthe F, , F, and M space
into correspondingtwo parts too. The left part is the absolutesafe
load spacefor the configuration.
In order to analyze the surfacesaccurately, we can cut the
surface by planes and draw the corresponding curves on the
planes. For instance, using the plane a=O.O to cut the
catastrophesurface, a catastrophecurve C can be found ( shown
in Fig. 14).For the catastrophecurve C, the correspondingcritical
loads (M, F, , F,) can be calculated from critical conditions (
shown in Fig. 15). It must be a curve on the bifurcation surface
in Fig.13. The absolute safe spaceand load spacefor certain a
can be read from the figures accurately. This will be helpful for
critical design.To show this, assumingthe curve S in Fig. 14is an
arbitrary safe

Fig. 15 Critical Load M,F x,F and
Safe Load SM, SF,, 6F,
trajectory( notice, any point of curve S is above the curve C ) of
the three-springsystem,the correspondingloads( SM,SF,,SF,) are
calculated from the critical conditions (shown in Fig. 15).
To design a proper three-spring system for certain
application, one can choosedifferent amountfor parametersb, l,,,
,1,2, l,, ,a, , a, and k, , k2 , k3and analyzethe catastrophesurface
and bifurcation surface. Generally, the catastrophe surface is
mainly determinedby geometricparameters,while the bifurcation
surface mainly dependentson spring constants.
4 CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a general energy function to
describe planar spring systems. The function can be used to
analyze the characteristics of stability and sensitivity of these
spring systemsby using catastrophetheory. Two planar threespring systemsare analyzedasexamples.The conclusion that the
special three-spring system presented in this paper has better
stability than that of correspondingtwo-spring systemwas draft.
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Fig.14 Catastrophe Curve C and an Arbitrary
Safe Trajectory S on plane ~0.0
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